Hello, we are writing from Caddo Correctional Center D/SEG housing unit in regards to some very unjust and unconstitutional conditions we are being forced to endure. The issues that have currently been taking place have been so extreme to the point where we have been left with no choice other than to reach out in desperation, not out of contempt or malice but as a cry for help. There are five of us who have been subjected to different forms of cruel and very unusual living conditions, although we are most definitely not the only ones who need help. Here we are a group who have chosen to stick together and speak out in these very critical times that are so important across our nation. The staff here are continuously abusing their authority to get away with intentionally placing us in deliberate indifferences to allow themselves to time and time again violate our constitutional rights by manipulating facility protocol. We can factually prove how Caddo has violated our 1st, 6th, 8th and 14th amendment rights not just on occasion but on a consistent basis. Each of us have been victims of different and also very similar degrees of neglect or all out brutality not only from staff but our inmate peers as well. Attached to this letter are the names and inmate number
of each one of us and how we each have been
victimized in one way or another our statement of
facts includes everything from the untimely delivery
of our legal documents and excessive disciplinary
sentences that disable our contact to the outside
world. Unsanitary and inhumane living conditions
that are affecting our physical and mental health,
staff failing to protect us from different forms of
abuse and disregarding our poor state of physical
and mental health, adequate mental health
assistance and medical treatment being denied
inmates who are suffering from serious mental
health issues due to being isolated for a long
periods of time and coping with a lack of
medications and also inmates being placed in
situations that have left them helpless and
resulted in attacks by know violent offenders.
Inmates names and numbers are below with a
Statement of Fact:

(b)(6) Privacy, (b)(7)(C) Enf. Privacy

Inmate suffered from an attack from deputies
were he was choked excessively the asphyxiation
he experienced was so extreme that he now
continuously enters a traumatized state from
time to time and has nightmares about George
Floyd he also does not receive his legal mail
advice like he should when requested, he has been excessively sentenced to B.M.U and has very limited access to things of importance, he also has a diet that is not being applied or followed he currently being forced to eat foods he has medical paper documents that states he shouldn't.

(b)(6) Privacy, (b)(7)(C) Enf. Privacy

Inmate suffered from a attack by a know violent criminal while en-route to the facility nursing agency due to a deputy failing to secure the other inmate hand and leg restraints and also the perimeter this resulted in simpson being helpless and attacked due to his vulnerability.

(b)(6) Privacy, (b)(7)(C) Enf. Privacy

Inmate suffered from multiple personality disorder and extreme paranoia among other things this inmate has been placed at an deliberate indifference and has been housed in disciplinary segregation and on level 2 and 3 status for 3 years he is constantly placing himself and others at risk with involuntary acts that adequate mental health and medical treatment can control he is exempt to class.
being neglected and cast off as if he is exempt from the U.S. Constitution and his physical and mental health are suffering because of this he has been beaten several occasions and continuously ignored instead of protecting him and interacting effectively staff is choosing to isolate him and punish him cruel and unusual and excessively.

**[(b)(6) Privacy, (b)(7)(C) Enf. Privacy]**

Inmate was wrongfully accused by deputy officials for an infraction cause by another person which resulted in him being attacked and accused of attacking a deputy that situation that occurred had nothing to do with him and he was beaten excessively. Every since this incident he has been being harassed and feels as if he should not eat his food he has also been forced to live in and under unsanitary and unhumane conditions in the A-SEG and D-SEG housing units for the past 2½ years. He also was exposed to the Covid-19 Virus but due to the very cruel and unusual conditions he is being forced to endure he has never been allowed to fully recope.
Was recently housed in the V-SEG housing unit and since his arrival he has been forced to live amongst those who are mentally unfit, potentially contaminated, and in need of assistance. His living conditions are very unsanitary and unhuman. The unit is not sterilized at all no reading material, hot pot, or tablet are available for inmates use and he is a regular level 2 inmate who is supposed to be afforded all of these privileges. He was recently exposed to insect infestation when he found a spider that had made a nest inside of his chapped locks. He also is not being served his full 1200 calorie intake per meal they are not serving him full portions.

The issues stated have all been stated factually and the list goes on, everyone has several of their own issues to address but on main objective to stop the violation of our rights. Cadel has more than enough access to provide us everything we need and more but they are refusing to provide. Because they do so by forcing us to not be allowed the things we are entitled to which adequate mental health and medical treatment, protection from all forms of abuse, healthy nutritious meals, and sanitary and humane living conditions all being at top of the list we all are all very concerned and would appreciate help because this situation is very serious and serious.
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